
• Promotes choice and greater satisfaction 
by engaging residents in meal ordering and 
evaluating menu items

• Improves communication among residents, 
servers, and kitchen staff

Want to learn more? Schedule a demo today.
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Transforming Dining 
for Senior LivingSM

eMenuCHOICE® is a web-based point of  
service (POS) application for senior living  
dining designed to eliminate communication 
barriers while enabling person-centered 
choices, maximizing accuracy, and stream-
lining kitchen operations. 

The tool empowers residents to participate  
in a key activity of daily living:  choosing what 
to eat for their meals.  It also streamlines  
dietary management across the organization 
from the food service side of operations.   
eMenuCHOICE® has proven successful in 
resident satisfaction and operational stream-
lining and cost savings.

Transforming the meal-ordering process for senior care providers
eMenuCHOICE® is a robust application that breaks down communication barriers, streamlines  
workflow and increases efficiency, simplifies menu management, and more. The versatility of the  
application and multiple options for serving processes, such as pre-ordering and restaurant-style,  
allows for use in both skilled nursing and senior housing and assisted living settings.  This easy-to-learn, 
easy-to-use, and highly customizable tool:

• Streamlines meal ordering and fulfillment 
processes for both frontline and kitchen staff 

• Increases efficiency by using mobile tech-
nology for real-time ordering and updates

Unlike traditional point of sale systems, eMenuCHOICE® was built specifically to meet the complex 
needs of senior living communities serving the full continuum of residents. 

Designed by a senior care provider for senior care providers, eMenuCHOICE® delivers value and a  
first-class dining experience for everyone.

continued >>

Winner of McKnight’s Bronze Award for Innovator of the Year 2017  
& LeadingAge Minnesota’s Leading Change Innovation Award 2015



Promotes Resident Choice
• Expanded menu options, individual food 

preferences, and a food-rating system  
empowers resident choice and ensures  
greater satisfaction.

• Simple photos with descriptions and 
optional audio descriptions make it easy  
for residents to understand meal options  
and ensures clear communication among 
staff and residents.

• Family members may securely access 
eMenuCHOICE® online to assist in ordering 
menu selections for a resident challenged 
with independent menu choices.

Improves Staff Efficiency & Care Delivery
• Flags for food allergies, intolerances, and 

diet restrictions prevent order mistakes for  
resident health and safety.

• Touchscreen ordering technology transmits 
orders to the kitchen electronically, saving 
time and reducing mistakes caused by  
handwritten tickets.

• Technology allows for real-time order 
transmission, changes, and updates to the 
kitchen, reducing waste and expense.

Simplifies Administration
• Menu management is made simple,  

featuring over 600 preloaded menu items, 
with options to build custom menus, plan  
and schedule ahead in just a few clicks.

• Simplifies complex billing environments by 
supporting a la carte dining while providing 
standard per meal or all-inclusive charge  
options, allowing staff to focus on residents—
not on their charge plan.  Offers flexible  
payment options including bill to account 
and pay by credit card or meal credits and 
no charge at all.

• Automated billing and report generation 
simplifies work and saves time.

Want to learn more?
Schedule a demo today.

(612) 564-0211
info@emenuchoice.com
www.emenuchoice.com

Real Choice in Their Hands. 
Greater Control in Yours.

How eMenuCHOICE® enhances the 
dining experience for everyone:

• • •

“Everyone required minimal training because 
it’s so easy! … The cooks are thrilled—they  

are getting tickets [in] real time as opposed to 
a stack of handwritten items all at once.”

–Tara S., Financial Analyst at assisted living 
community in Texas

“Sometimes I don’t recognize the  
names of some foods.  The pictures help  

me decide what to eat.”
–Lila, Resident at skilled-nursing center in Minnesota

• • •
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